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Abstract

Background: HER2 is considered as one of the most important, predictive biomarkers in oncology. The diagnosis
of HER2 positive cancer types such as breast- and gastric cancer is usually based on immunohistochemical HER2
staining of tumour tissue. However, the current immunohistochemical methods do not provide localized
information about HER2’s functional state. In order to generate signals leading to cell growth and proliferation, the
receptor spontaneously forms homodimers, a process that can differ between individual cancer cells.

Materials and methods: HER2 overexpressing tumour cells were dissociated from formalin-fixed paraffin-
embedded (FFPE) patient’s biopsy sections, subjected to a heat-induced antigen retrieval procedure, and
immobilized on microchips. HER2 was specifically labelled via a two-step protocol involving the incubation with an
Affibody-biotin compound followed by the binding of a streptavidin coated quantum dot (QD) nanoparticle. Cells
with membrane bound HER2 were identified using fluorescence microscopy, coated with graphene to preserve
their hydrated state, and subsequently examined by scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) to obtain
the locations at the single molecule level. Label position data was statistically analysed via the pair correlation
function, yielding information about the presence of HER2 homodimers.

Results: Tumour cells from two biopsies, scored HER2 3+, and a HER2 negative control sample were examined. The
specific labelling protocol was first tested for a sectioned tissue sample of HER2-overexpressing tumour.
Subsequently, a protocol was optimized to study HER2 homodimerization in single cells dissociated from the tissue
section. Electron microscopy data showed membrane bound HER2 in average densities of 201–689 proteins/μm2.
An automated, statistical analysis of well over 200,000 of measured protein positions revealed the presence of HER2
homodimers in 33 and 55% of the analysed images for patient 1 and 2, respectively.

Conclusions: We introduced an electron microscopy method capable of measuring the positions of individually
labelled HER2 proteins in patient tumour cells from which information about the functional status of the receptor
was derived. This method could take HER2 testing a step further by examining HER2 homodimerization directly out
of tumour tissue and may become important for adjusting a personalized antibody-based drug therapy.
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Background
HER2 overexpression plays a pivotal role in breast and
gastric cancer, as well as in many other types of cancer
(Beuzeboc et al. 2001; Menard et al. 2001). It belongs to
the growth factor receptor family, a subgroup of the
tyrosine kinases, proteins that are key regulators of cel-
lular proliferation, growth, and survival. Overexpression
and/or mutational constitutive activation of these recep-
tors cause aberrant signalling and proliferation. In order
to start the intracellular growth-signalling cascade all
members of the growth factor family need to interact by
forming hetero- or homodimers (Hudziak et al. 1987;
Yarden and Sliwkowski 2001). The outstanding role of
HER2 within this family is that it can form signalling ac-
tive dimers without the need for any ligand binding
(Lonardo et al. 1990). Homodimerization occurs spon-
taneously when HER2 is overexpressed, which inevitably
leads to increased cell proliferation and invasiveness
(Hudziak et al. 1987; Di Fiore et al. 1987). HER2 is con-
sidered as one of the most important, predictive bio-
markers in oncology (Allred et al. 2012). HER2 belongs
to the exclusive group of oncogenic proteins for which a
targeted therapy in the form of antibody-based drugs
like Trastuzumab, Pertuzumab or T-DM1 are available.
Given the large therapeutic benefit of these biological
drugs for the individual patient, but also in view of the
urging problem of drug resistance, an accurate deter-
mination of the patients' HER2 status, including infor-
mation about the presence of signalling active
homodimers, is crucial.
Here, we introduce a microscopy method capable of

measuring the positions of individually labelled HER2
proteins in patient tumour cells. The spatial information
was used to detect the presence of HER2 homodimers,
and to examine other features of HER2’s spatial
distribution in the plasma membrane such as its surface
density. We first tested the specific HER2 labelling
(Peckys et al. 2015) in standard tissue sections via fluor-
escence microscopy. Tumour regions were macro-dis-
sected from 50 um-thick sections, dissociated into single
cells, again examined using light microscopy, and finally
prepared for electron microscopic examination. In order
to preserve the plasma membrane, whole cells were pre-
pared in hydrated state by covering them with graphene
(Dahmke et al. 2017) protecting evaporation in the vac-
uum of the electron microscope. Cells of two patients
were finally examined using STEM.

Materials and methods
Materials
EnVision detection system, peroxidase/diaminobenzi-
dine, rabbit/mouse, cat # K5007, citrate, cat # S2369,
and HER2 antibody, cat # A0485, for standard (Im-
munohistochemistry) IHC on tumour sections were

obtained from Dako/Agilent. SuperFrost Plus micro-
scope slides were from Daigger Scientific, Vernon
Hills, IL, USA. Epitope retrieval solution (pH 6) was
from Leica Biosystems, Wetzlar, Germany. Biotin
conjugated Anti-HER2 Affibody was (ZHER2:477)2,
from Affibody AB, Bromma, Sweden. Dispase, nor-
mal goat serum, QD (Qdot® 655 nm) streptavidin
conjugate were from Thermo Fisher Scientific
GmbH, Dreieich, Germany. ROTISOLV® high pres-
sure liquid chromatography (HPLC) grade deionized
water, acetone and ethanol, phosphate buffered saline
(PBS) 10 × solution, electron microscopy grade glu-
taraldehyde (GA) 25% solution, D-saccharose, so-
dium chloride, glycine, biotin free and molecular
biology grade bovine serum albumin fraction V
(BSA), and sodium cacodylate trihydrate were from
Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG, Karlsruhe, Germany.
Electron microscopy grade formaldehyde 16% solu-
tion was from Science Services GmbH, Munich,
Germany. Histochoice Clearing Agent, collagenase
IA, Tween, 0.01% poly-L-lysine (PLL) solution (mol
wt 70,000-150,000), MAPTrix™ Reagent high MW,
0.5 mg/mL protein, sodium bicarbonate, sodium hy-
droxide, sodium tetraborate, sodium azide and boric
acid were from Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Mun-
ich, Germany. CELLVIEW cell culture dishes (35
mm) with 4 compartments and glass bottom were
from Greiner Bio-One GmbH, Frickenhausen,
Germany. Custom designed silicon microchips were
purchased from DENSsolutions, Delft, Netherlands.
The microchips had outer dimensions of 2.0 × 2.6 ×
0.4 mm and each contained a central silicon nitride
(SiN) membrane window with dimensions of 150 ×
400 μm and a thickness of 50 nm. Trivial transfer
multilayer graphene was purchased from, ACS Ma-
terial LLC, Pasadena, CA, USA. NaCl2 crystals were
from Plano GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany. All solutions,
except those of HPLC grade, were filter-sterilized
prior to use. If not indicated otherwise, all proce-
dures were performed at room temperature (RT).

Graphene preparation
Poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA) covered multi-layer
(3 to 5 layers) graphene was used. To remove the
PMMA layer and detach the graphene from the polymer
substrate, the composite was submerged into a NaCl2
saturated, deionized water solution at 45° angle and the
floating graphene-PMMA stack was then scooped up
with a NaCl2 crystal (Dahmke et al. 2017; Weatherup et
al. 2016). After baking it in an oven at 100 °C for 20 min,
the stack on salt crystal was immersed into acetone for
30 min to remove the PMMA, and was subsequently air-
dried. After this point, the graphene on salt was cut with
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a razor blade into into pieces of ~ 2 × 2mm as needed to
cover the samples.

Preparation of SiN membrane microchips and cell culture
dishes
To remove the protective resist layer from the silicon
microchips they were incubated for 2-min in HPLC
grade acetone, then rinsed for 2 min in HPLC grade
ethanol, air-dried, and exposed for 5 min to plasma
cleaning (ambient air plasma). Immediately afterwards,
the microchips were incubated in 0.01% PLL for 5 min,
rinsed twice with HPLC grade water, and incubated for
60 min, in 250 μl MAPTrix coating solution, correspond-
ing to ~ 6 μg MAPTrix/cm2. MAPTrix contains compo-
nents of the mussel adhesive protein, which, by
absorption to the PLL coated surfaces turns them sticky,
in order to robustly immobilize single, dispersed tumour
cells. The MAPTrix 0.5 mg/mL stock solution was there-
fore diluted 1:8 in 0.1M sodium bicarbonate buffer, pH
8.0, and the pH was raised by adding 1M NaOH in a 1:
50 ratio, to induce the absorption process, which was
allowed to proceed for 1 h. Afterwards, and directly prior
to the seeding of dissociated cells, the coated microchips
were rinsed twice with HPLC grade water. Preparation
of the glass bottom, four-compartment cell culture
dishes was principally the same as for the microchips.

HER2 immunohistochemistry on FFPE tissue sections
Tissue sections from three cases were prepared of which
two were HER2 positive and one was HER2 negative.
HER2 positivity was defined by immunohistochemistry
and scoring was done in accordance with the current
HER2 scoring guidelines (Wolff et al. 2018). The two
positive cases were diagnostically assigned with HER2
score 3+ while the negative case did not show any rele-
vant staining (HER2 score 0). The tissue sections were
first deparaffinized in xylene (3 × 5min). The slides
were then rehydrated in a decreasing ethanol series
(100, 100, 96, 80%, 2 min each) before rinsing in dis-
tilled water twice. Heat-induced antigen retrieval was
performed by incubation in Epitope Retrieval Solution
(pH 6), citrate in a water bath at 95 °C for 40 min.
Primary HER2 antibody (1:500 dilution) was added to
the tissue section for 30 min. Detection was done
using the EnVision detection system, peroxidase/dia-
minobenzidin, rabbit/mouse, according to the manu-
facturer’s instructions.

Preparation of single cell suspensions from FFPE tumour
tissues
Single cell suspensions were prepared from 50 μm-
thick tumour sections following the protocol de-
scribed by Bolognesi et al. with some modifications
(Bolognesi et al. 2016). Briefly, tumour samples were

deparaffinized with Histochoice Clearing Agent at
65 °C followed by rehydration in an ethanol series
(100, 70, 50%, 2 × 5 min each). Heat-induced antigen
retrieval was performed by incubation in epitope re-
trieval solution (pH 6) at 80 °C for 60 min. After
washing in PBS, tissue samples were enzymatically
digested in 0.1% collagenase IA and 0.1% dispase at
37 °C for 30 min followed by mechanical dissociation
with a syringe. Disintegrated cells were washed with
PBS twice and then resuspended in PBS supple-
mented with 1% BSA and 0.05% Tween.

Processing of dissociated tumour cells for HER2 labelling
Biotin conjugated Anti-HER2 Affibody (HER2-AFF-B)
stock solution (20 μM) was adjusted to a final concentra-
tion of 200 nM in PBS supplemented with 1% normal
goat serum (GS), and 1% BSA (GS-BSA-PBS). Streptavi-
din-QD655 stock solution (1 μM) was diluted 1:2 in 40
mM borate buffer (sodium tetraborate, boric acid, pH
8.3), and then diluted to a final concentration of 20 nM
by adding PBS supplemented with 1% BSA (BSA-PBS).
The dissociated cell suspensions were processed in
batches of 500 or 250 μl volumes, handled in 1.5 ml
microcentrifuge tubes, and using centrifugation forces of
2500 g and centrifugation times of 1 min per 100 μl of
cell suspension. To diminish unspecific HER2-AFF-B
binding the cells were washed once, and then incubated
for 10 min, at 37 °C, in GS-BSA-PBS. The cell pellets
were resuspended in 250 μl HER2-AFF-B labelling solu-
tion, and incubated for 10 min, at 37 °C. After 3 washing
cycles with PBS, the cell pellets were resuspended in ~
75 μl PBS. The water-rinsed, MAPTrix-coated micro-
chips were placed in new wells of a 96-well plate and the
concentrated cell suspensions were pipetted onto the
wet microchips. During the following 1 h incubation
time the cells sunk onto the microchip and firmly ad-
hered. The microchip samples were then rinsed once
with 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (CB) supplemented with
0.1M saccharose (S), pH 7.4 (CB-S), followed by fixation
with 3% FA in CB for 10 min. After another rinse with
CB-S, 3 rinses with PBS, a 2-min incubation in 0.1M
glycine (GLY) in PBS, pH 7.4 (GLY-PBS), and a rinse
with PBS, the samples were placed in 75 μl strep-QD la-
belling solution, and incubated for 12 min. This two-step
labelling protocol ensured HER2 labelling in a 1:1 stoi-
chiometry (Peckys et al. 2015). After rinsing 3 × with
BSA-PBS the samples were imaged with light micros-
copy (LM). To ensure a stable chemical fixation of the
biological material for EM imaging, the cells were fixed
with 2% GA in CB-S, similar to the FA fixation described
above. The samples were stored in BSA-PBS, supple-
mented with 0.02% SA, at 4 °C, until electron micros-
copy was performed, usually within the next few days.
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Light microscopy
Labelled- and formaldehyde-fixed cells on microchips
were imaged in BSA-PBS using an inverted light micro-
scope (DMI6000B, Leica, Germany). For this purpose,
the microchips were placed upside-down in a glass bot-
tom dish. Direct interference contrast (DIC) images were
acquired from each sample yielding information about
membrane topography, and fluorescence images were
acquired for the detection of HER2-bound strep-QDs,
using a filter cube “A” with a 340–380 nm excitation and
a > 420 nm emission window. Images were recorded with
20 x and 40 x objectives. Cells of the control groups,
immobilized on the glass bottom of the CELLVIEW
dishes, were imaged similarly.

Graphene-coating
Directly prior to STEM, the labelled cells on the micro-
chips were covered with graphene sheets as described
earlier (Dahmke et al. 2017). While viewing the sample
using a binocular microscope, the graphene-NaCl crystal,
held with tweezers, was slowly submerged under an angle
of 20–45 ° with respect to the liquid surface in ~ 100ml of
HPLC-grade water in a clean glass beaker. Upon contact
with water, the graphene sheet detached (within seconds)
from the NaCl crystal, and floated on the water surface.
The sheet was then carefully scooped up by submerging a
microchip sample held by curved tweezers. The surface of
the microchip was subsequently air-dried for a few mi-
nutes (Dahmke et al. 2017). During this process the gra-
phene sheet sank onto the cells and the supporting SiN
membrane, thus tightly wrapping and enclosing the cells
so that the enclosed cells were maintained in liquid state.

Liquid-phase STEM
The graphene-coated sample was imaged with dark field
STEM (ARM 200, JEOL, Japan) to observe the individual
QD-labelled HER2 positions. The used electron beam en-
ergy was 200 keV. Firstly, overview STEM images were
acquired of the entire SiN window that served as orienta-
tion purpose. By comparing the STEM overview images
to the fluorescence- and DIC images of the same sample,
it was possible to relocate cells during electron micros-
copy, and to choose cells with sufficient HER2 labelling
for the high-resolution STEM. High-resolution images of
selected areas of cells were subsequently acquired for the
measurement of the individual positions of QD-labels.
The pixel dwell-time was 14 μs, and magnifications of 60,
000–120,000 × were used, corresponding to pixel sizes
between 1.66 and 0.66 nm. The image size was 2048 ×
2048 pixels, yielding a scanning area of 7.0–2.8 μm2 per
image, the recording time per image was approx. 1 min.
The applied electron doses were in the range of 16–63
e−/Å2, well below the radiation damage limit of these
samples (Dahmke et al. 2017).

Statistical analysis
The label positions of QDs in STEM images were
automatically detected using a plugin written in
ImageJ (NIH) as described elsewhere (Peckys et al.
2015). In short, an image was first checked for arte-
facts such as larger debris particles, and some images
were excluded for the analysis. When the local label
density was too high (i.e. > 2.000 labels/μm2) for auto-
matic detection, as was the case in a few membrane
regions, data of these regions were omitted as well. A
macro allowed automatic processing of a series of im-
ages, resulting in a data file with x/y-coordinates for
each image. The measured label positions were then
statistically analysed for all data files in a group using
software of local design programmed in c++ in an
Unix environment on OSX. The statistical analysis
was based on calculating the pair correlation function
g(r) (Stoyan and Stoyan 1996):

g rð Þ ¼ 1
πp2ry rð Þ

XN

i¼1

XN

j¼iþ1

k r− xi−x j

�� ��� �
: ð1Þ

Here, r is the pair distance, ρ the labelling density, and
N the number of labels. The covariance function (Stoyan
et al. 1993) γ and the kernel (Fiksel 1988) k account for
a correction at the edge of the image, and a smoothing
of g(r), see also (Peckys et al. 2015). The centre-to-centre
distance between the pair of labels at positions i and j is
obtained from the modulus |xi - xj| of the two-dimen-
sional (x, y) position vector x. Pair distances smaller
than 10 nm were excluded to avoid counting overlapping
QDs, thus assuming all labels were located in one hori-
zontal plane, which neglects curvature of the cell sur-
face. The resulting g(r) histogram exhibited a bin width
in r of 2.5 nm. The data of the images of one group were
averaged by weighting the data of each image by its cor-
responding particle density. The time for a complete
analysis of a series of selected images from a patient (im-
ages with too high label densities had to be excluded)
was in the range of 20–30 min.

Results
Light microscopy of QD-labelled HER2 in tissue sections
Standard FFPE tissue blocks of HER2 positive and
negative breast- and gastric cancer samples were
studied at the single cell and single molecule level
using light- and electron microscopy. All tumour
samples were collected from the tissue archive of the
Institute of Pathology of the University Medical
Center Mannheim. The study was approved by the
local ethics committee in Mannheim and was
assigned with the number 2016-080R-MA. We first
tested if it was possible to specifically label HER2
proteins in tissue material with fluorescent QD
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nanoparticles coupled via streptavidin to a biotin-
Affibody compound specifically binding to HER2 in
a 1:1 stoichiometry (Eigenbrot et al. 2010) as needed
to examine HER2’s spatial distribution (Peckys et al.
2015). Three-micron thick tissue sections were pre-
pared from FFPE blocks of HER2 positive and nega-
tive cancer samples (see Additional file 1 Figure S1).
Two HER2 positive and one HER2 negative sample
were selected for further microscopic analyses. After
application of a two-step labelling protocol for
HER2, as described earlier (Peckys et al. 2015), the
tissue sections were examined with LM, using fluor-
escence contrast and DIC. A labelled tumour section
is shown in Fig. 1a. Bright red fluorescence signals,
emitted by the HER2-bound QD655 label, appeared
on many cancer cells dispersed throughout the tissue
section, and surrounded by non-fluorescent tissue,
likely composed of fibroblasts and endothelial cells
from blood vessel. Within the fluorescent cells, the
signal was highest at the cell periphery, confirming
that HER2 resided predominantly in the plasma
membrane. Intracellular regions showed lower HER2
signals. Based on the known specificity of the anti-
HER2-Affibody (Eigenbrot et al. 2010), it can thus
be concluded that the protocol specifically labelled
HER2 overexpressing cells but not the interspersed
stromal or inflammatory cells. The specificity of the
second labelling step was tested by applying the
same protocol without the affibody-labelling step.
The complete lack of red fluorescence signal in Fig.
1b proves that streptavidin-conjugated QDs bound
solely to HER2-bound biotinylated affibodies. Non-
specific binding of streptavidin-conjugated QDs is
thus ruled out when incubated with tissue sections.
The affibody-QD labelling protocol is possibly an al-
ternative to test tumour tissue samples for HER2

expression with high specificity and high fluores-
cence brightness.

Light microscopy of QD-labelled HER2 in dissociated
cancer cells
To study the spatial distribution of HER2 in the intact
plasma membrane, tumour samples were dissociated into
single cells, HER2 was labelled, and the samples were
subsequently investigated with light and high-resolution
electron microscopy. The dissociation protocol depicted in
Fig. 2a yielded suspensions of dispersed, single cells. In
short, the method involved preparation of 50-μm thick
FFPE tissue sections, from which tumour regions were
macro-dissected followed by deparaffinization and rehydra-
tion. To remove fixation-induced protein crosslinks,
tumour tissue was then subjected to heat-induced antigen
retrieval before enzymatic dissociation into single cells was
performed. Membrane bound HER2 proteins on single cells
were subsequently labelled with Affibody peptides (Fig. 2b).
The protocol applied to the cell suspensions required
centrifugation and resuspension steps until the affibody
incubation was finished; this step was different from our
original protocol (Peckys et al. 2015; Peckys and de Jonge
2015). Afterwards, the affibody-labelled cells designated for
electron microscopic investigation (see below) were immo-
bilized on silicon microchips with silicon nitride (SiN) win-
dows (Ring et al. 2011). The microchip surfaces were
previously covered with mussel adhesion protein to en-
hance cell adhesion. The immobilization of the cells facili-
tated and accelerated the handling during the second part
of the labelling protocol, which included the chemical fix-
ation and the incubation with QDs. Control samples for
light microscopy were prepared in glass bottom dishes.
The HER2-labelled dissociated tumour cells were first

studied with light microscopy. Figure 3a shows a com-
bined DIC- and fluorescence-microscopy image of tumour

A B

Fig. 1 Light microscopy images demonstrating the specificity of HER2 affibody-QD labelling on tumour sections. The images represent an overlay
of the fluorescence signal and the direct interference contrast (DIC) signal, providing a three-dimensional impression of the sample surfaces, and
the red colour originating from the QD655’s fluorescence. a A tumour section exhibiting red fluorescence signals deriving from the HER2-bound
QDs. The cell shapes are visible from the DIC signal in grey. b Example of a negative control experiment, performed with another section from
the same tumour, and the same labelling protocol, except that the HER2 Affibody incubation was omitted. The exposure settings of the
fluorescence channel were the same for both images. Scale bars 50 μm
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A

B

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the sample preparation method. a Retrieval of a single cell suspension from an FFPE tumour block. The
tumour block is first sectioned. The tumour is then macro-dissected and transferred into a tube for single cell retrieval by collagenase and dispase
digestion. b HER2 membrane proteins are specifically labelled with Affibody peptides. The cells are then immobilized on a microchip, and
streptavidin Quantum Dot (Strept.-QD) is attached. The final step is the coverage of the sample with a graphene sheet

A

C D

B

Fig. 3 Light microscopy images demonstrating the specificity of HER2 affibody-QD labelling on dissociated tumour cells. a Dissociated tumour
cells with labelled HER2. b Negative control without Affibody incubation for dissociated cells from the same sample as shown in a. c DIC image
from the boxed cell in a, acquired with a 63x oil immersion objective. d Dissociated breast cancer cells classified as HER2 negative. The cells were
immobilized on a microchip with a silicon nitride window in a and c. In b, and d, the sample was placed in a glass bottom cell culture dish. The
images represent an overlay of the fluorescence- and DIC signals except in c. The exposure settings of the fluorescence channel were the same
for images a, b, d, and f. Scale bars 50 μm in a, b, d; 10 μm in c
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cells with QD-labelled HER2, immobilized on the window
area of a SiN membrane on a microchip. The tumour cells
showed a fluorescence signal after HER2 labelling whereby
the intensity varied between the individual cells, reflecting
different levels of membrane-bound HER2. The control
sample, prepared with the same protocol except that the
affibody incubation was omitted, did not show a notice-
able fluorescence signal (Fig. 3b). The labelling was thus
HER2 specific also for this sample preparation protocol.
In contrast to cell culture in which cells tend to flatten out
when grown on a surface, the dissociated cells maintained
a considerable thickness. As can be seen in Fig. 3c, depict-
ing the marked cell in Fig. 3a with a higher resolution DIC
image, this cell had a crinkled membrane surface and was
not flattened at the cell borders. The same was observed
for most other tumour cells. As a further control, we ap-
plied the HER2 labelling protocol also to a HER2 negative
classified tumour sample. An exemplary overlay image of
this control is shown in Fig. 3d. The fluorescence signal in-
tensity is much smaller than for Fig. 3a showing that
HER2 labelling of cells in a tumour classified as HER2
positive indeed leads to signal that is distinguishable from
HER2 negatively classified samples, and thus verifies the

specificity of the method. Only a dim, red shadow can be
seen on some of the cells in Fig. 3d indicating the presence
of HER2, albeit at a much lower level than in the HER2
positive cells (Bai et al. 2013).

Liquid-phase STEM and quantitative analysis of QD-
labelled HER2 in dissociated cancer cells from tumour
tissues
To examine the spatial distribution of HER2 proteins
in the plasma membrane of a single tumour cell,
samples prepared from dissociated cells were exam-
ined using liquid-phase STEM. Following LM imaging
after QD attachment (Fig. 3), these samples were
fixed with glutaraldehyde, and coated with multilayer
graphene sheets (Fig. 2) to ensure the cells remained
hydrated in the high vacuum of the specimen cham-
ber of the electron microscope (Dahmke et al. 2017;
Textor and de Jonge 2018). STEM started by record-
ing low magnification (800–1000 x) overview images,
serving orientation and easy navigation to the cellular
regions of interest. The cells that attach on the win-
dow area of a microchip represent a small random
selection of the dissociated tumor cells. From these

A

B

D

C

Fig. 4 Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images of the same sample shown in Fig. 3a and c, after an additional fixation step
with glutaraldehyde, and coating with multilayer graphene, keeping the cells in hydrated state inside the electron microscope. a Low
magnification (800 x) overview STEM image of the same region as shown in Fig. 3c used to navigation to the regions of interest. b Low
magnification (4000 x) overview STEM image of the boxed cell in a, the same as shown in Fig. 3c. The multilayer graphene sheet, covering the
whole sample, was invisible, except for some faint, bright, linear structures, representing fine folds in the graphene (see arrows). c STEM image
(120,000 x magnification) recorded at the boxed region in B revealing the abundance of labelled HER2 on the cancer cell. The electron-dense QD
labels were automatically detected and outlined in yellow to enhance their visibility. d The pair correlation function g(r) measuring the probability
of a certain inter-label distance r calculated for the labels shown in c. The peak at ~ 20 nm indicates the presence of HER2 homodimers. Scale
bars, in a: 50 μm, in b: 10 μm, and in c: 500 nm
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cells, a number of HER2 positive cells, representing
the detected range of HER2 expression as previously
detected with light microscopy, were selected and ex-
amined with STEM. Figure 4a shows a STEM over-
view image of the same microchip window area
shown in Fig. 3a. At higher magnification (Fig. 3b),
the marked area displays an irregular, slightly frayed
cell periphery and the nuclear region can be
discerned. The STEM contrast results in a much dif-
ferent image than the DIC contrast of Fig. 3c. At the
left border, a small square indicates the position of
the recorded high-resolution STEM image shown in
Fig. 4c. Here, the abundantly present QD-labelled
HER2 molecules on the plasma membrane are visible.
The QDs have an elongated shape, with an electron
dense core of ~ 7 × 13 nm2, generating a bright con-
trast when imaged in dark field STEM mode. The
automatic detection software outlines all detected
QDs (in yellow). In this image, covering an area of
2.89 μm2, 3890 particles were detected, corresponding
to 1350 detected HER2/μm2. The projected two-di-
mensional area of the surface covered by this cell is
~ 730 μm2, this would yield a total of about one mil-
lion HER2 molecules for this cell. However, this value
has to be multiplied at least by a factor of 2, because
approximately the same amount of membrane surface
covered the other side of the cell, positioned close to

the SiN membrane. The estimated value of ~ 2 mil-
lion HER2 receptors per cell lies well in the range of
HER2 overexpressing cancer cell lines used for basic
research (Onsum et al. 2013).
Because the software also determines the lateral (x, y)

position of the centre of each label, these collected data
can be used for further statistical analysis via the pair cor-
relation function (Peckys et al. 2015; Stoyan and Stoyan
1996). This was done for the detected particles found in
the image in Fig. 4c, and the resulting pair correlation
function g(r) is shown as function of the centre-to-centre
label distance r in Fig. 4d. G(r) values > 1 prove a higher
incidence of the corresponding spatial frequency than a
random distribution. Since the g(r) for Fig. 3c exhibits a
clear peak at ~ 20 nm, an inter-label distance of 20 nm
thus appeared with a higher likelihood than random oc-
currence, indicating the presence of HER2 homodimers,
as was also found in HER2 overexpressing SKBR3 cells
(Peckys et al. 2015; Peckys et al. 2017). The g(r) also shows
that pair distances beyond the peak value do not return to
1 but remain higher, which presumably reflects the curved
topography of the cell surface.
Cells from two different patients were examined

with STEM yielding data from 8, respectively 5 cells.
From each cell, 5 to 12 images were recorded, 52 im-
ages were analyzed from patient 1, and 30 images
from patient 2, two examples are show in Fig. 5. A

A B

C D

Fig. 5 High magnification STEM images (80,000 x) from neighbouring regions on the same cell differing in their content of HER2 homodimers. a
The image shows a total of 4362 detected particles with a density of 823 particles/μm2. b A similar image, recorded only a few microns away
from the first image, and with a similar number of labels and label density value (3567 detected particles and 680 particles/μm2). c The g(r)
analysis corresponding to A has no peak and thus indicates a lack of HER2 homodimers in this membrane region. d The g(r) for image b reveals
a 20-nm peak indicating the presence of HER2 homodimers. Scale bars in a and b: 500 nm
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typical example for a membrane region without HER2
homodimer peak is shown in Fig. 5a, with the corre-
sponding g(r) in Fig. 5c, and for a region with evi-
dence for HER2 homodimers in Fig. 5b, and the g(r)
depicted in Fig. 5d. It is not possible to discern the
difference between cell regions with- and without
HER2 homodimers by eye, especially while the aver-
age label densities are as high as 832 and 680 labels/
μm2 in Fig. 5a and b, respectively. Visual inspection
of other images with lower label densities revealed
several pairs of labels indicating HER2 homodimers,
and also some peculiar, linear receptor arrangements
(Fig. 6). The features of linear arrangements were pre-
viously found in HER2 overexpressing SKBR3 and
HCC1954 cell lines (Parker et al. 2018). It was also
possible to view the QD labels using transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) instead of STEM (Add-
itional file 1 Figure S2). The contrast obtained in
TEM is lower than in STEM and inverse. But since
TEM is more commonly used in biological- and path-
ology laboratories, this example was added to show
that the technique is broadly applicable.
The microscopy data acquired of both patients

contained total membrane areas of 532 and 173 μm2

of which lateral position data of 106.828 and 119.201
detected labels were determined for patient 1 and 2,
respectively. The respective areal densities of mem-
brane bound HER2 were thus at least 201 and 689
proteins/μm2, and may even be larger because the
labelling efficiency presumably did not reach 100%.
Each image was automatically processed to gain data
on the detected number of labels, their density and

the corresponding g(r). The peak of the g(r) curve at
20 nm associated with the presence of HER2 homo-
dimers was found in 32 and 55% of the imaged areas
for HER2 positive patient 1, respectively HER2 posi-
tive patient 2. The lack of homodimers in some cell
membrane areas is consistent with earlier data from
SKBR3 cells were HER2 homodimers appeared pre-
dominantly on membrane ruffles (Peckys et al.
2015). However, it was impossible to discern such
flat and ruffled regions on the examined patient
tumour cells. The tumour cell areas with HER2
homodimers exhibited a 61 and 22% higher label
density than the areas without homodimers for pa-
tient 1 and 2, which is consistent with earlier data
on SKBR3 cells (Peckys et al. 2015).

Discussion
HER2 overexpression is a major oncogenic driver, and
has been reported as relevant in many tumour types
(Yan et al. 2015). For breast and gastric cancer, success-
ful clinical studies have also proven effectiveness for
anti-HER2 targeted drugs, and are now implemented as
standard of care treatment (Piccart-Gebhart et al. 2005;
Bang et al. 2010). The prerequisite for the prescription
of these drugs is the presence of a high amount of HER2
molecules either on the tumour surface or by increased
HER2 gene copies. While HER2 presence in general can
be examined by immunohistochemistry on the protein
level or with fluorescence in-situ hybridization on the
DNA level, at least one major problem impairs HER2
testing. By measuring the amount of HER2 molecules no
assessment of HER2 activation is done. Not the amount
of HER2 molecules, which is measured indirectly by im-
munohistochemistry, is responsible for the malignant
transformation of the tumour cells, but rather the activa-
tion of the HER2 pathway. Since estimation of HER2
homodimerization is technically difficult, conventional
immunohistochemical methods so far, evaluate the
amount of HER2 molecules as a proxy, although know-
ing that this is only the first step in the HER2 activating
cascade. It has been postulated that the excessive pres-
ence of HER2 molecules also leads to the formation of
HER2 homodimers, which in turn activate the HER2
signalling pathway. But as we have shown earlier at the
single-cell level, the overexpression of HER2 does not al-
ways lead to the formation of HER2 homodimers in rare
subpopulations of resting, or quiescent cancer cells
(Peckys et al. 2015; Peckys et al. 2017). This might pos-
sibly play a role in the context of primary resistance to
Trastuzumab, as found for instance in ~ 20% of early
stage breast cancer patients, and ~ 70% of patients with
metastatic disease (Wilken and Maihle 2010).
Considering the impact of any information about the

HER2 status for cancer diagnosis and therapy, the

Fig. 6 STEM image (80,000 x) from a cell with a label density of 413
particles/μm2 sufficiently low to allow the recognition of typical
spatial distribution features of overexpressed HER2 by eye. Examples
of label pairs, presumably, HER2 homodimers, are indicated by
yellow, 20 nm long rulers. Two examples of occasionally occurring,
linear arrangements of HER2 are indicated by the orange, dotted
lines. Scale bar: 200 nm
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relative scarcity of studies concerning HER2 homodi-
mers is striking. Of all ~ 37,500 publications appearing
for the search terms “HER2” or “ErbB2” in the Web of
Science Collection, covering the time span from 1987 till
now, less than 0.2% included the search term “homodi-
mer”. This protein complex seems to be notoriously dif-
ficult to study. Biochemical methods can in principle be
used to detect homodimers in pooled cellular material.
But this technique is unreliable for HER2 because its
extracellular domain does not homodimerize in solution
(Arkhipov et al. 2013; Badache and Hynes 2004). More-
over, contradicting structural models have been pub-
lished (Arkhipov et al. 2013; Hu et al. 2015). Light
microscopy based techniques do not resolve homodi-
mers from monomers due to lack of spatial resolution
and the high surface density of endogenous HER2 in the
plasma membrane or other limitations as discussed else-
where (Peckys et al. 2015; Zehbe et al. 2010). Although
the abundance of HER2 can be measured via a range of
methods, it is thus impossible to reliably detect the pres-
ence of the HER2 homodimers. For example, one exist-
ing method that presumably detects the presence of
homo- and heterodimers is the so-called proximity
ligation assay (PLA) (Soderberg et al. 2006). In PLA, a
fluorescence signal is generated when two complemen-
tary antibody-labelled molecules each attached to a
HER2 protein are in close proximity. However it is
known that “..highly expressed proteins should have an
increased risk of false positive PLA signal production as
more copies will reside close to the interaction partner
by chance” (Leuchowius et al. 2013). The separation dis-
tance between two molecules recognized by PLA de-
pends on the size of the antibodies (~ 15 nm in size)
plus the attached oligonucleotide chains, and reaches
several tens (Leuchowius et al. 2013) and possibly 40 nm
(Aslemarz et al. 2018). As we show in our data, the sur-
face density of HER2 readily reaches a value of 700 pro-
teins/μm2 for typical HER2+ tumour samples, so that 3–
4 proteins would be within an area of radius 40 nm. A
positive PLA signal would thus be obtained regardless
whether dimers are present. Another complicating factor
is a non-linear dependence of the PLA with protein
density (Mocanu et al. 2011) possibly explained by steric
hindrance of the antibody binding (Leuchowius et al.
2013), indicating that the binding of two antibodies, ne-
cessary for a PLA signal, to a real dimer might not even
occur due to the small size (~ 7 nm) of the dimer. At
clinically relevant HER2 densities, PLA thus yields false
positive and seemingly specific signals, even for totally
unrelated antigens (Aslemarz et al. 2018).
The above results demonstrate the feasibility of a single-

molecule based evaluation of HER2 homodimerization on
patient tumour cells, classified by IHC as HER2 3+. The
combination of specific HER2 labelling via an affibody

peptide (Peckys et al. 2015), and high resolution liquid
phase STEM of graphene coated intact cells (Dahmke et al.
2017), allowed the analysis of hundred thousands of
individual HER2 positions for endogenous protein
expression levels. Automated image analysis tools, includ-
ing the pair correlation function, revealed the presence of
HER2 homodimers on a fraction of the examined cell
membrane regions. A key feature of the presented method
is the capability to conduct the analysis on a cell-to-cell
basis such that differences between tumour cells are readily
observed and the topic of cancer cell heterogeneity is ad-
dressed. We anticipate that it will be possible to develop la-
bels for HER1, and HER3 as well, so that both homodimers
and heterodimers involving all HER1-HER3 can be ana-
lysed in future.
The correlative light- and electron microscopy method

described here, could take pathological analysis a step
further by examining HER2 homodimerization directly
for patients’ biopsy samples. In further projects we will
have to evaluate if the latter examination surpasses con-
ventional HER2 testing with respect to a predictive
value, and helps to identify anti-HER2 responder in a
more sufficient way (Wilken and Maihle 2010). The
singe-molecule based information about HER2’s spatial
distribution and homodimerization level will possibly
provide clinicians a new quantitative guidance for a per-
sonalized antibody-based drug therapy. In addition to
providing unique information about the levels of HER2
homodimers, it also provides accurate measures of the
areal density of HER2 per cell and locally within a cell.
This measure may possibly support standard methods
used in the pathology laboratories to classify HER2 posi-
tive tumour, which have to be interpreted with care,
since, for example, discordant results are reported be-
tween genomic and transcriptomic analyses (Allred et al.
2012; Ross and Fletcher 1998).
Besides gaining quantitative information about HER2

homodimers, it would also be important to have such
data from HER2 heterodimers, which have been attrib-
uted pivotal roles in HER2 oncogenic function, as their
presence is expected to be highly relevant for targeted
therapy (Holbro et al. 2003; Qian et al. 1994; Roskoski
2014). Development of multiplexed labelling and analysis
methods for two other important members of the EGFR
family, mainly EGFR (or HER1) and HER3, is feasible by
using for instance a combination of QDs emitting at
655 nm, having a large electron dense core of a bullet-
type shape (used in this study), and QDs emitting at 565
nm, with a much smaller core size, and a round shape.

Conclusions
These results show that is possible to measure the loca-
tions of individual HER2 proteins in dissociated, HER2-
overexpressing tumour cells from FFPE tumour tissue.
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The position information is readily used to measure the
HER2 areal density, to probe for the presence of HER2
homodimers, and to visualize other characteristic fea-
tures of spatial correlations, such as linear arrangements.
It was thus found that the areal density of HER2 in the
plasma membranes of patient’s cells were on average
201, respectively 689 proteins/μm2. Cell signalling active
HER2 homodimers were found in 32 and 55% of the ac-
quired images of patient 1 and 2, respectively. The de-
scribed analytical method could take HER2 testing a
step further by examining HER2 homodimerization dir-
ectly out of FFPE tumour tissue and therefore allows a
deeper and more precise characterization of the patients’
HER2 status. Such new information will help to improve
conventional HER2 classification in terms of areal dens-
ity of HER2 in the plasma membrane, the amount of cell
growth signalling active HER2 homodimers, and a quan-
tification of differences between cells.

Additional file

Additional file 1: Figure S1. representative images of histology and
HER2 immunohistochemistry. Figure S2. exemplary TEM images
recorded from the sample 1. (PDF 8490 kb)
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